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President’s Message
President’s Message
by  Eric Strasheim, Superintendent, Murphy Creek Golf Course

Got snow?  It seems for the first time all winter the answer 
is yes and the golf courses say thanks for the break along 
with the superintendents.  It was a couple of weeks ago 
that a little critter from Pennsylvania predicted six more 
weeks of winter, I hope that is true because there has 
been too little of winter this year.
I had the opportunity to attend the GIS in San Antonio and 
was happy to see all the faces from the RMGCSA there 
and I hope were able to gather good information and 
meet new friends.  A big thank you to all the sponsors and 
attendees of the chapter hospitality at Dicks Last Resort, 
from what I could tell everyone had a good time.

The 2018 event schedule is shaping up and has just a few details to lock down before it is 
final but the first few are good to go on this schedule:
 • February 28- G4 Summit at the Broadmoor
 • May 7- Western Slope Spring Meeting at Ironbridge GC
 • May 14- Assistants Outing and Championship at Meridian CC
 • June 7- Memorial at Highlands Ranch GC
The rest of 2018 is also filled with great events at great locations with more news to follow.

I would like to thank everyone for granting me the opportunity to serve as RMGCSA President 
this year.  It is a great honor to serve those in the RMGCSA and in the profession in general 
and the relationships and knowledge I have gained from you is certainly one of the great 
experiences of my career.  I encourage you to participate in some way this year and I think 
you find the experience rewarding.
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You Never Know Where You Might End Up
by  Chris Lewis, General Manager/Regional Superintendent, Broadlands Golf Course 

Director’s Corner

Becoming a Director for the Rocky Mountain Golf Course Superintendents Association 
this year has been a very rewarding opportunity. I am looking forward to the next two 
years with the Association, and I am excited to see where this opportunity takes me 
with my career.

When I started my golf course career back in 2000 as an intern at Cherry Hills Country 
Club, I had dreams of being the next great superintendent. I had the goals to be a 
Certified Golf Course Superintendent and be overseeing a high-end club that hosts a 
tour event by the time I turned 30. Almost eighteen years later, my career is still on 
track but my path to get there has changed. I still think hosting a tour event would be 
a great challenge, but it is no longer high on my priority list. I was able to achieve my 
Certification, but it was 8 years later than I had originally planned. 
During the Certification process I was presented with an opportunity to become 
a Regional Golf Course Superintendent. When I first became a superintendent 
the thought of becoming a Regional Superintendent wasn’t on my radar, but the 
opportunity was presented to me, and it has been the best thing that has happened to 
my career. The Regional Superintendent position has me traveling the Rocky Mountain 
region, working with other superintendents within Landscapes Unlimited, has been a 
challenging and yet rewarding career path.

The next step in my career that I didn’t see coming was the opportunity to become a General Manager. If you had asked me even 
1 year ago would I ever be interested in becoming a General Manager at a golf course, I would have said you are crazy. I probably 
would have said there is no chance that I want to sit in the clubhouse to fold shirts, and practice my chip shots all day. While 
preparing my entire career to grow grass, spending my time outside, with an irrigation radio in my hand and my dog by my side. 
But after a lot of self-reflection, and deciding what would prepare me more for my future career goals, I looked at the General 
Manager position as an opportunity that I couldn’t pass up. I have always had my own ideas on how golf course operations could 
be run better, being in charge of the entire facility is a very challenging and gratifying feeling. 

With the high demand from across the country to become a superintendent in the Rocky Mountain region, and some job openings 
having more than 80 applicants of very qualified people, it seems like your odds to win the lotto are better than the odds of landing 
that dream job. The term of ‘career assistant’ has been popping up everywhere you look. If you don’t want to be at the same 
position you are currently in for the rest of your career, you should be open to the idea of other options available to you. Taking 
another path to get to your goals can be very satisfying, and prepare you even more for that dream job. Would you be a more 
qualified candidate if you became a mechanic for a couple of years rather than sitting in the same job? Or would you be more 
attractive to a future employer if you spent a couple of seasons in the operations side of the industry?

During the last 18 years of my career, I have seen many very good superintendents and assistants change direction with their 
career, still ending up where they wanted to be in the end. I can see a future where more superintendents make the move to the 
clubhouse because of their organizational, team building, delegation, and planning abilities. 

The only advice I can give you when you are looking to further your career is to keep an open mind on what options are available 
to you in this great industry. While most people have followed the straight career ladder, and have had very successful careers, I 
know some of you will have to explore other ways to the top. Make sure you keep an open mind to every opportunity that comes 
your way, and you never know, one day we might be exchanging techniques on how to fold shirts!
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Superintendent Spotlight with Tim Taagen
by  Tim Taagen, Superintendent, Country Club of the Rockies 

Superintendent Spotlight

It’s hard to fathom that I kicked off my maintenance career in 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin in 1980.  Although my true passion was 
to become an owner of a fish hatchery I soon realized that a 
master’s degree and low wages made me queasy so it was off 
to Penn State and an internship at August National as part of 
the plan; by 1985 I was ready to make my mark on the world 
with a 2-year degree in hand and nowhere to go but up.

After graduating I was able to con Dan Pierson into hiring me 
as an assistant at Crooked Stick Golf Club in Carmel, Indiana; I 
must have been good for a few laughs and when Dan moved to 
Colorado that following autumn he asked me to join him as an 
assistant at Cherry Hills Country Club.  I had never been west of 
the Mississippi River and thought it sounded pretty cool and I 
liked the pictures I’d seen in countless books, besides, I needed 
a job and Dan was an awesome boss; Cherry Hills wasn’t half 
bad either.  After the summer of 1987, I somehow landed the 
superintendent’s gig at Green Gables Country Club in Lakewood, 
Colorado; I was 23 years old and hadn’t a clue how to grow 
grass.   Somehow I faked my way through it with the help of all 
the front-range superintendents until the spring of 1992 when I 
was struck by good fortune once again and moved to Edwards, 
Colorado and the new development of Cordillera.

Cordillera was never meant to be more than one golf course 
perched on the side of a beautiful mountain overlooking the 
back bowls of Vail; in the next 8 years that developer took me for 
the ride of my life and expanded to 4 courses within Cordillera, 
Catamount Ranch and Club in Steamboat, Mayacama in 
northern California, The Club at Crested Butte and Granby 
Ranch.  To say it was fun is the understatement of the century 
and being surrounded by such talented guys like Scott Todd, 
Glenn Samuelson, Lenny Kline, Pete Tescher, Steve Rau and 
countless assistants and interns made me look like a hero.  I 
spent 15 golf seasons with The Cordillera Group and decided it 
would be fun to try development; unfortunately I never developed 
into much of a developer but was lucky enough to take care of 
the Brightwater Club in Gypsum, Colorado while it navigated its 
way through bankruptcy and foreclosure.  It wasn’t a bad gig 
since I was working for the court appointed receiver, we weren’t 
open for play and I got to sit on a mower all day and ponder my 
next move.  In the spring of 2014 I was quite fortunate (again) 
and moved to Frost Creek (formerly Adam’s Mountain Country 
Club) in Eagle, Colorado where I spent the next 2 years; why I 
didn’t stay is something I will ponder forever but perhaps there 
was a reason I will never fully appreciate.

So in the spring of 2016, after 24 years in the Vail Valley, I 
thought it would be entertaining to uproot the whole family 
and move them to Carmel by the Sea, California; yep, the same 
hamlet where Clint Eastwood used to be mayor and take over 

the superintendent’s position for The Preserve at Santa Lucia.  
Perhaps it was poor timing or a few too many libations but I soon 
came to the conclusion that I had made a colossal mistake; 
holy cow, we loved Colorado and all our friends were there and 
I don’t know how to surf.  So now what?  Nobody gets to move 
to Colorado twice in a lifetime, I was at one of the finest clubs in 
the United States and didn’t feel I was effective, I was humbled 
to say the least.  But then it happened again, for some reason I 
can’t explain I was offered my current position with the Country 
Club of the Rockies in Edwards, Colorado.  This past August, 
my extremely tolerant wife Deb and I moved back to the same 
street we lived on for 18 years accompanied by our teenage 
daughter Claire who will be attending UNC in Greeley this fall 
and our son Hans who is currently a junior in High School.

It truly is unbelievable to think that I have been a superintendent 
for over 30 years, the friends I have made and will soon make 
within this industry are lifelong and I wouldn’t be where I am 
without their guidance.  If you’re ever in the Vail area, winter or 
summer, swing 
on by and have a 
look around, the 
door is always 
open.
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2018 GCSAA Voting
by  Zach Bauer, Superintendent, Broadmoor Golf Club - West Course, GCSAA Delegate

GCSAA News

Every year, at the Golf Industry Show our national association, the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America (GCSAA), 
holds their annual voting meeting. This event is held on Thursday afternoon and is open to any GCSAA members that want to attend. 
Most of the attendees are Chapter Delegates or voting delegates there to vote on new by-laws and Board of Director candidates. 
The Chapter Delegate role is to provide a connection with the GCSAA and our local association the Rocky Mountain GCSA. 
This year there were 11 new by-law changes proposed by GCSAA up for vote at the annual meeting. These by-law changes are 
proposed at the annual Chapter Delegate Meeting in Lawrence, Kansas to all Delegates. After the meeting the Delegates are 
able to determine whether these by-laws hold merit and vote accordingly at the annual meeting during the Golf Industry Show. Of 
course there is ample time given to break down this information to our Rocky Mountain GCSA Board of Directors and also during 
this time opinions are expressed on these issues. Also, candidates running for the national Board of Directors are examined and 
discussion proceeds with what candidates the BOD feels as though would best represent our association here in Colorado but 
foremost who will lead our national association forward into the future.
This year, all 11 by-law changes proposed passed during the annual meeting. Most changes were minimal in nature without too 
much in regards to association management, basically cleaning up some by-laws to fit naturally into the 21st century. One by-law 
change did have a significant impact on how Chapter Delegates vote for new Board candidates. For example, in the past, filling a 
candidate’s seat left open from moving into the Secretary/Treasurer position was filled by appointment from the GCSAA BOD. This 
seat was usually filled by the highest votes received by a candidate but not enough for a Board appointment, so basically last man 
out in total votes.  See figure below for the old method: 
1. Candidate A – 500 votes (seated for 2 or 1 year term)
2. Candidate B – 400 votes (seated for 2 or 1 year term)
3. Candidate C – 350 votes (appointed by BOD)
4. Candidate D – 300 votes (Better Luck Next Year)
With the new by-law change the GCSAA proposed this appointment would no longer be the case and given back to the delegates 
for a decision. This by-law was approved this year and thus our voting changed as a result. Chapter Delegates have the opportunity 
to pick their candidates of choice to now represent the national association. 

PAWNEE BUTTES SEED INC. 
605 25TH STREET, GREELEY CO, 80632 

(970) 356-7002  •  (1-800) 782-5947  •  INFO@PAWNEEBUTTESSEED.COM  •  WWW.PAWNEEBUTTESSEED.COM 
DON HIJAR  •  DAVE RADY  •  DONALD SCHODERBEK 

NOT YOUR COMMON TURFGRASS 
DISEASE RESISTANT, DROUGHT TOLERANT, 

& SOD-QUALITY SEED GUARANTEED. 
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Tips for supplying correct �les:

Misc. Tips:
• To avoid any font issues we recommend you 
submit your job in one of the following formats: 
High Quality PDF, .TIFF, Flattened .PSD, High Res 
.JPG.

•  Always convert jobs in RGB to CMYK.

•  300 DPI images for best print results
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of our templates to avoid issues.  Our templates 
may be found at www.copycraft.com.

Bleed:
Please make sure your document include proper bleed area.  Standard 1/8” around all sides to ensure proper trimming of your job as indicated above.

Multi-page Documents:
If you are submitting the artwork for a booklet or magazine please number each page individually.   Do not submit the art in a “spread” or “reader” layout 
but with each page as an individual file.  Each page should be in a seperate art file numbers cover, page 1, page 2, page 3, and etc.

Spot Color/Transparency Issues:
Always convert your pantone colors to CMYK.  This will resolve any issues with transparencies (drop shadows, glows, etc.) and pantone color conversion.  
This problem only occurs when pantone colors are used with transparency effects with converting to CMYK.

Centered Artwork:
Do not leave empty areas around your artwork.  Our pre-press system needs to have files properly centered with appropriate bleed.  Crop marks are not 
necessary but helpful when submitting your artwork.
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Colorado Golf Alliance 2018 Legislative Summary
by  Jennifer Cassell, Bowditch & Cassell Public Affairs

Government/Legislative

The end of February marks a significant turn in the session as the appropriations committees began hearing bills beyond state 
agency budget supplementals. Of note, the House Appropriations Committee referred to the committee of the whole, a bill aimed 
at preserving Colorado’s water resources in response to the growing urban water demands - HB18-1093 Reclaimed Water for 
Edible Crops.  Big news was announced on Thursday, February 22, 2018 as Lt. Governor Donna Lynne signed SB18-088 into law. 
This bill is in direct response to SB17-267, which inadvertently prevented special districts like RTD from collecting marijuana sales 
tax revenue they had previously collected, and for which a special session was convened in October 2017. SB18-088 clarifies that 
special district entities that collected retail marijuana sales tax prior to July 1, 2017, are still entitled to collect the tax.

Other hot topic items touched on education, corrections, and gun rights. The school finance mid year adjustment bill faced much 
debate in the Senate while the Department of Corrections supplemental appropriation bill garnered strong discussion in the 
House.  And, our bill count is beginning to stabilize, growing from 438 to 461 bills to date. 

We also saw the introduction of a bill that specifies ‘marketplace contractors’ (those individuals who use websites or on-demand 
platforms for employment - dog sitting, freelancing, uber drivers, etc.) are independent contractors and not employees - SB18-171.  
We still may see a bill to exempt youth sports entirely from indy contractors/employees classification.

Affiliate Cup Scramble
August 13, 2018

Grand Lake Golf Course
Register at www.rmgcsa.org or call 303-255-9611
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COLORADO SPRINGS
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RMGCSA Chapter Hospitality Event, San Antonio
by  Kevin Kallas, Superintendent, Aurora Hills Golf Course 

Chapter Hospitality Event Recap

After a stroll down the River Walk of San Antonio, site of the 2018 
Golf Industry Show, 160 members entered Dicks Last Resort 
and walked up the stairs to this year’s Chapter Hospitality event. 
Conversations and laughter flowed like libations out of the taps 
and bottles being poured between bites of fried chicken and 
fish. The waitresses were in their mood making paper hats with 
inappropriate sayings written on them and talk of the Patriots 
loss made the night memorable for everyone. None of this 
would be possible without the help our sponsors, A BIG RMGCSA 
thank you to all of you! After, many members walked over to the 
Esquire Bar to enjoy a beverage at the longest wooden bar in 
Texas, over 100 foot long!

Chapter Hospitality Recap Continued on Page 11

Tim Dagg
970-301-8632

tim.dagg@cpsagu.com

Brian McBride 720.988.0969,  Greg Kitzmiller 303.960.5489

Providing agronomic recommendations rooted in Science

www.milehighturfgrass.com
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Thank you to all of you for making the RMGCSA 
Chapter Event the best in the Country!

Chapter Hospitality Event Recap Continued from Page 10



Toro Tier 4 - Diesel Particulate Filter Regeneration
by  Dan Melchior, LL Johnson Distributing  Company

Technical Bulletin

What is Tier 4?
Tier 4 is a series of EPA-mandated regulations for the reduction 
of harmful exhaust gases produced by diesel-powered 
commerical equipment. Tier 4 standards require significant 
emission reductions of particulate matter (PM) and nitrogen 
oxides (NOx). PM is unburned fuel and is the black smoke/soot 
seen in diesel engine exhaust. NOx is nitrogen monoxide and 
nitrogen dioxide, and is created during the heat of combustion. 

What is a Diesel Particulate Filter?
A diesel particulate filter (DPF) is a devise used to remove diesel 
PM (soot) from the exhaust gas of a diesel engine. The DPF 
consists of two components:
• Diesel oxidation catalyst (DOC), which helps create heat 

and convert carbon monoxide (CO) and other compounds 
into carbon dioxide (CO2) and water vapor.

• The soot filter is made of ceramic. It removes the particulate 
matter from the exhaust gases that flow through it.

Figure 1 - A DPF filter from 
a normally operating 
engine. Regeneration is 
keeping the PM burned 
off.

What is soot and ash?
Soot is the particulate 
matter or incompletely 
burned fuel in the engine 
exhaust. Ash is the 
incombustible material 
(heavy metals) resulting 
from the regeneration 
process

Figure 2 - This DPF filter 
is clogged with PM 
due to prolonged low-
load engine operation, extended low rpm idle time, or lack of 
maintenance. 

What is Regeneration?
Regeneration is the process of incinerating the soot that has 
collected in the soot filter. High heat burns the PM captured 
within the filter, and turns it into ash. The ash collects in the 
soot filter. The filter will eventually require cleaning as a normal 
maintenance requirement, as regeneration will no longer clear 
the system completely.

Regeneration Fundamentals
The engine control unit (ECU) monitors the soot levels in the 
DPF and automatically initiates the regeneration process when 
the engine conditions are optimal. Currently, Yanmar engines 
use five different regeneration methods: three are automatic, 
while two others require the operator or technician to perform 
procedure steps. 

Technical Bulletin Continued on Page 13

One Source 
 For Your Entire Course.

irrigation | outdoor living| landscape | equipment

Your Local Horizon Golf Representative 
Dean Lindsey: 303.478.4846
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Technical Bulletin Continued from Page 12

Automatic Regeneration Methods:
1. Passive (Self) - This occurs automatically as the engine 

operates at higher rpm ranges and generates enough 
exhaust heat to burn off the PM.

2. Assist - Uses the throttle valve to reduce the amount of 
fresh air coming into the engine, and increases the exhaust 
temperature as a result.

3. Reset - Uses a combination of the intake throttle and post 
fuel injection to further raise the exhaust temperature and 
burn off the particulate matter.

Manual Regeneration Methods:
4. Parked (Stationary) - Is used when the passive, assist, 

and reset regenerations did not clean the soot filter. This 
process requires the operator or technician to start parked 
regeneration through PIN-protected option within the 
InfoCenter’s Service menu. This regeneration is performed 
while the machine is parked, and combines throttle control 
and additional post-combustion fuel injection while running 
the engine at higher rpm levels. The machine cannot be in 
service while you are performing a parked regeneration. If 
this regeneration request is ignored, engine performance 
will degrade and unplanned machine downtime may result.

5. Recovery - This backup regeneration process requires 
assistance from your distributor and is used in the event 
automatic regeneration methods did not clean the soot 
filter. The engine will enter a reduced-power (backup) 
mode, and triggers a fault code. A recovery regeneration is 
an extended-length process carried out by a Toro distributor 
service technician using special diagnostic software.

InfoCenter Icon Meaning and Actions

Figure 3 - When 
this icon (A) is 
shown on the 
InfoCenter screen 
(3-button shown), 
the regeneration 
is in progress. The 

thermometer symbol will fill as the temperature rises. When it 
is full (as shown), the process is nearly complete.

Once the recovery regeneration process completes, the engine 
returns to normal operation. 
What are the Operator’s and Technician’s role with Tier 4 
vehicles? 
Machine Operator:
• Operate the engine at full throttle and under load 

whenever possible
• Do not allow the engine to idle for long periods of time
• Know and understand the various regeneration icons that 

appear on the InfoCenter (see table)
Machine Technician:
• Know and understand Tier 4 engine maintenance 

requirements
• Know how to initiate a Parked (stationary) regeneration 

process
• Understand all of the regeneration-related functions of the 

InfoCenter
• Know how to properly instruct a new operator on proper 

engine usage
• Reference the latest Operators Manual for Tier 4 

maintenance requirements
Is There a Special Diesel Fuel Requirement for a Tier 4 
Engine?
Ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel is absolutely required for  use in 
all Tier 4 engines for both regulatory and technical reasons. 
Ultra-low sulfur fuel is defined as having less than 15 parts-per-
million (PPM) sulfur content. Diesel fuel with higher than 15 
ppm silfur content can degrade the DOC, which can potentially 
cause opertational problems and may jeopardize long-term 
component life. 

Figure 4 - When a stationary regeneration is needed, this icon 
(A) will appear on the InfoCenter screen (5-button shown). 
Ensure adequate fuel is available to complete the process.

Technical Bulletin Continued on Page 14
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Technical Bulletin Continued from Page 13

Are there specific engine oil requirements for a Tier 4 
engine?
Tier 4 diesel engines require CJ-4 specification (or higher) low-
ash oil. The CJ-4 oil is approved for all pre-Tier 4 machines as 
well, so owners need to keep only CJ-4 oil on hand.

What is special about CJ-4 Low Ash engine oil?
CJ-4 engine oil is engineered to sustain emission control system 
durability with diesel particulate filters and other advance after 
-treatment systems used on higher-power Tier 4 engines. Using 
engine oils other than CJ-4 can cause premature clogging of the 
DPF and subsequent reduction in engine performance.

Ron Retzlaff
970-746-0947
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West Slope Superintendents’
Spring Meeting
Ironbridge Golf Club

May 7, 2018
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Supporting the organization and those businesses that support us.

Platinum Partners ($4000+)

Silver Partners ($2000 - $2999)

Gold Partners ($3000+)

Please consider our sponsors when making purchasing decisions. These industry partners are dedicated to helping 
you run successful operations and be profitable businesses.

Bronze Partners ($1,000 - $1,999)

2018 Industry Partners
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May 7th West Slope Superintendents’ Meeting
  Ironbridge Golf Club
  Register by email at apnikkari@gmail.com 

May 14th  Assistant’s Outing 
  Meridian Golf Club

June 7th  Memorial Cup
  Highlands Ranch Golf Club

July 23rd Annual Tournament
  Patty Jewett Golf Course

August 13th  Affiliate Cup
  Grand Lake Golf Course

November 4th-6th Annual Conference
   Sheraton Denver Tech Center

February 2-7, 2019 Golf Industry Show
   San Diego, CA

February 6, 2019 Chapter Hospitality
   Whiskey Girl - San Diego, CA

Like and follow us on Facebook and Twitter 
Stay connected and use #hugasuperintendent

facebook.com/Rocky-Mountain-Golf-Course-
Superintendents-Association

twitter.com/RMGCSA

Calendar of Events...


